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           Dear scientists and teachers, students, all 

participants of implementation of “Leadership of 

operational and tactical level” training course ! 

            Today the leading military education institution of 

our state — National Defence University of Ukraine named 

after Ivan Cherniakhovskyi, turned to a deep 

transformation, conditioned by new risks and threats for 

our young European state and, consequently, by new, 

higher requirements to the defenders of its territorial 

integrity and independence.  

             Pursuing the path of integration to European and 

Euro-Atlantic community, we have set the ambitious tasks, 

one of which is to improve the level of military leaders 

training up to European standards.  During the last period, 

the university in cooperation with our European colleagues 

has made many sequential steps in this direction, and the 

above mentioned leadership course is one of them.  

I’m strongly convinced that the success of our units and subdivisions in tasks 

performance depends on how we managed to mobilize and rally military teams, to create 

a new organizational culture in the Armed Forces of Ukraine, which is based on universal 

human European values. It is the task of military leaders, leaders of tactical level of 

military administration to organize this work in the armed forces.  

Experience of tasks performance in the ATO (anti-terrorist operation) zone, Joint 

Forces Operation show that Armed Forces of Ukraine, and other constituent parts of the 

sector of security and defense have many officers with the qualities of true leaders, 

capable of organizing and performing of combat missions in exceptionally challenging 

conditions. The main task of this course is to favor the development of their best qualities, 

to provide new knowledge in the sphere of tactical control, to train leaders of the tactical 

level. 

I am sure that its implementation to educational process is an important step to 

improve the studying content for the military students, which opens a gate to further 

improvement of military education system in Ukraine.  

 Commandant of the National Defence University of 
Ukraine named Ivan Cherniakhovskyi  

 Lieutenant General              Anatolii SYROTENKO 
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  4  General provisions 

  Educational plan and studying process organization 

  1. General provisions 

    The course takes 6 months, including organizational days and holidays. Studying according to 

the education plan consists of 12 modules, that provides improvement of theoretical knowledge con-

cerning issues of discharging functions on the positions of operational (operational and tactical) level.  

Moreover, the students take an introduction course, which ends before the 1st module starts.   

    Leading scientific and teaching staff of the university, authorities of the Ministry of Defence of 

Ukraine, of General Staff of the Armed Forces of Ukraine, services and branches of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine, invited lecturers best in the mentioned sphere are involved to teaching within 

the course.   

  2.  Modules of the course “Leadership of operational and tactical level” 

     Module 1. Military leadership. 

     Module 2. Critical thinking and communication. 

     Module 3. International security environment. 

     Module 4. Basis of use of military troops (forces). 

     Module 5. Planning of operations (combat) according to NATO standards.  

     Module 6. Basis of support of operations (combat). 

     Module 7. Military legislation and international humanitarian law.  

     Module 8. Defence planning and management.  

     Module 9. Modern information environment.  

     Module 10. Crisis response.  

     Module 11. Planning and conduct of an operation (combat) according to NATO standards. 

     Module 12. Physical education and special physical training. 

     Each module has the defined main goal and expected results of students’ studying, which are 

formulated as the capability to show the possession of competences, which are formed during the 

study.    

     Each module’s goal is the constituent part of a general goal of the course — to train the leaders 

of tactical level. It means, that all the modules are integrated and interrelated, i.e. the results of 

each module learning are considered during the learning of the next one, and while passing the 

complex examination there are demonstrated all the skills, knowledge and proficiency which are 

formed during the modules.  
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      Module 1: Military leadership  

  

Module goal: 

 
  acquiring theoretical knowledge in psychological and pedagogical, ethical, legal and cultural 

basis of military leadership; 

studying the particularities of military leadership and military units (subdivisions) in the mod-

ern security environment; 

development of system thinking and administrative culture of military leaders; 

improvement of practical training of the students for practising peculiar tasks o military lead-

ership; 

practical teambuilding, crisis  management and changes management skills training; 

development of critical analytical thinking and stress-resistance of military leaders. 

Studying results (abilities): 

1. Understanding the relation between leadership concept of final goal achievement and its 

application within the average leadership. 

2. Defining relations between the role of a leader and the processes of changes in organiza-

tional and operational structure. 

3. Defining necessary means for creation of corresponding ethical environment during mili-

tary operations. 

4. Studying personal leadership practices by the leaders in order to understand their influence 

on different leadership situations. 

5. Explaining the importance of mass media and social networks in modern operational envi-

ronment.  

 

 

Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 62 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 28 hours 

       • Credits: 3 

 

 

Final exam for Module 1 “Military leadership” is performed by presentation of the essay 
“My way to military leadership, or why people shall chose me as a leader”, test case after passing 
“Gender aspects of military leadership”  distance course, defence of essays, considering the results of 
continuous assessment.  

 Module 1. Military leadership 
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          Module 2: “Critical thinking and communication” 

 

 

Module goal: 

To teach to use correspondent theories and academic knowledge bases for collection, gener-
alizing and analysis of data and for creation of structured and logical written/oral discussion 
which demonstrates the understanding of the collected information, 

Module consists of lectures, seminars, group and individual work.  The key aspects of the 
module are following intellectual standards, analysis of elements for thinking, displaying and 
one’s own work writing.  Students will have the opportunity to submit the preliminary essay 
presentation, defining the main conclusions and recommendations, which help to prepare the fi-
nal presentation version.  

 

Studying results (abilities): 

1. To prepare the rational essay, which forms the clear and reasonable argument (a number of 

arguments), answering the essay question, explaining and uniting the correspondent terminology and 

theory, involving and analysing reliable evidence within the argument substantiating and convincing de-

fence of a certain opinion.  

2. To create a convincing and informative presentation with clear arguments formulation, which 

would answer the essay question. 

3. To demonstrate the standards, ethical principles and formal demands of professional communi-

cation in the substantiated essay and presentation. 

4. To use the methods of critical thinking for texts analysis. 

5. To use different databases and search methods in order to find a necessary information  

Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 36 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 24 hours 

       • Credits: 2 

 

Final exam for Module 2: “Critical thinking and Communication” is performed by presentation 
of  the project “Critical thinking of an officer on the way to the fifth level of military leadership”,  
presentations of public speeches, preparing and performing scientific works (conference papers), consid-
ering the results of continuous assessment, individual project presentation. 

 Module 2. Critical thinking and communication 
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  7  Module 3. International security environment 

     Module 3: “International security environment” 

 

Module goal: 

To evaluate geopolitical challenges, threats and favourable opportunities influencing safety 

around Ukraine in modern international situation.  To form in students a competence to understand mod-

ern condition and tendencies of international relations development, their influence on national safety and 

defence of Ukraine, objective nature of European and Euro-Atlantic integration processes, ways to 

achieve compatibility with armed forces of NATO countries. 

Studying results (abilities): 

1. To evaluate the nature of modern geopolitical environment, including challenges from Russia. 

2. To define problems and level of tension of bilateral relations and to develop offers as to their 

formation in conditions of secure environment evolution. 

3. To understand the safety strategies of NATO, their allies and partners, participation of Ukraine 

in their implementation. 

4. To define the directions of international military cooperation of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in 

common programs with NATO and EU and the directions concerning mutual compatibility of the Armed 

Forces of Ukraine with armed forces of NATO countries. 

5. To develop offers on providing national safety in foreign political sphere. 

Module includes an international NATO week under the program of NATO Defense College. 

 

Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer's guidance: 40 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 20 hours 

       • Credits: 2 

    

   Final exam for Module 3 “International security environment” is performed by defence of group 

project “Offers concerning development of relations of Ukraine with another state or security organiza-

tion” with total mark from 0 to 100 points.  General mark for the module is calculated by considering the 

continuous assessment results (40%), marks for the written work (essay) (20%), marks for presentation of 

group project results (40%).  
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Module  4. Basic of use  of military troops (forces) 

     

   Module 4: “Basis of use of military troops (forces)” 

Module goal: 

Provision of knowledge and skills necessary for studying complex problems of operational level 

and for understanding how the components of the Armed Forces favour the achievement of common 

results during operations (combat actions, fights).  

Module consists of lectures, discussions, group work and individual analysis of operations 

(combats) of the Armed Forces of Ukraine.  To improve training there is studied the experience of cer-

tain operations from the past.  

To provide knowledge on the basis and components of the armed forces, which explain the 

evolution of war and military theory, to describe the ground, air and naval components, special op-

erations forces (SOF) component, their tasks, roles, combat influences and restrictions; opportuni-

ties of operational and tactic group operations; cyberdefense and basis of guideline documents for 

the comprehensive operations planning (COPD). 

This module is an essential “building block” for modules M5, M6, M8 and M11 as to plan-

ning, maintenance and conduct of combat actions and joint operations. 

Studying results (abilities): 

1. To explain the aspects of operational art, war principles, combat functions and their con-

formability to  modern military operations. 

2. To describe tasks, roles, combat consequences and restrictions of ground, air and naval 

components, Air Assault Forces and Special Operations Forces. 

3. To describe each component of support and functionality within joint operations. 

4. To describe CIS, FAS, INFOSEC / COMSEC, CYBER and integration in the process of 

operations planning. 

 Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 210 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 120 hours 

       • Credits: 11 

 Final exam for Module 4 “Basis of use of military troops (forces)” is performed with the 

help of differentiated test with a general mark from 0 to 100 points. To hold the differentiated test 

we use combined test cases (knowledge of theoretical issues, practical skills and creative approach 

to non-standard situations solution). Calculating the mark of a student for the final control we take 

in account: the level of professional (scientific) training, knowledge of guideline documents, ability 

to use creatively the gained knowledge solving practical tasks; handling competence; ability to use 

the experience of Joint Forces Operation (ATO), military exercises, operational training of forces, 

modern achievements of science and technologies, to make reasonable conclusions; quality of an-

swer (explicability, clearness, laconism), ability to form the answer correctly and logically, to rea-

sonably argument one’s opinion.  
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Module 5.  Planning of operations  (combat) according to NATO standard 

   Module 5: Planning of operations (combat) according to NATO standards. 

Module goal: 

Forming decisions for complex operations by development and implementation of a worka-

ble operations plan using the standard NATO processes and native schemes of operational plan-

ning.  The module includes group classes on strategic and political aspects, planning stages and 

case studies (training, group exercises) using the developed scenario.  

Students mostly work in their groups and perform tasks according to NATO procedures of 

operational planning and native procedures and training scenario.  During the trainings there are 

used opportunities of training command positions (Automated forces control system NASUV 

“Slavutych”, Automated control systems ASU “Dzvin”, ASU  “Virazh”, ASU “Kropyva”, IP 

“Delta”) and imitation modelling centre (Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation JCATS). 

 Studying results (abilities): 

1. To evaluate complex issues, which demand joint operations in military conflicts of dif-

ferent intensity.  

2. To develop plans which unite actions of individual services of the armed forces as a con-

stituent parts of a combined forces in joint and interagency environment.  

3. To understand leadership and effective concepts (rules, methods, approaches) of work of 

headquarters staff of operational level. 

4. To find innovative solutions of operations problems and to realize these plans by prepar-

ing and issuing written orders/instructions, official reports (briefings) and within the process of 

staff work.  

In general there are 4,5 ECTS credits for the module (135 hours, among which: 90 hours 

under the lecturer’s guidance, 45  hours of independent work). 

        Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 90 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 45 hours 

       • Credits: 4.5 

Final exam for Module 5 “Planning and conduct of an operation (combat) according to 

NATO standards” is performed with the help of differentiated test with a general mark from 0 to 

100 points. To hold the differentiated test we use combined test cases (knowledge of theoretical 

issues, practical skills and creative approach to non-standard situations solution). Calculating the 

mark of a student for the final control we take in account: the level of professional (scientific) 

training, knowledge of guideline documents, ability to use creatively the gained knowledge solv-

ing practical tasks; handling competence; ability to use the experience of Joint Forces Operation 

(ATO), military exercises, operational training of forces, modern achievements of science and 

technologies, to make reasonable conclusions; quality of answer (explicability, clearness, laco-

nism), ability to form the answer correctly and logically, to reasonably argument one’s opinion. 
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Module 6.  Basic of support of operations (combat) 

    Module 6: “Basis of support of operations (combat)” 

 

      Module goal: 

To provide knowledge on the basis of support of operational and tactical military groups 

operations in modern conditions. To describe types of support and their influence on preparing 

and course of military actions, including their composition, abilities and theoretical basis of appli-

cation in modern conditions. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

1. Ability to define a task according to direction of comprehensive forces support in oper-

ations (combat actions). 

2. Ability to form on reasonable basis a need in material and technical means and to main-

tain high patriotic and fighting spirit of military staff in conditions of combat actions. 

3. Ability to define the tasks for the comprehensive support units while performing com-

bat missions (assignment missions) in favour of forces (troops). 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 78 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 42 hours 

       • Credits: 4 

  

Final exam for Module 6 “Basis of support of operations (combat)” is performed by 

complex differentiated test. 

To hold the differentiated test we use combined test cases (knowledge of theoretical is-

sues, practical skills and creative approach to non-standard situations solution). Calculating the 

mark of a student for the final control we take in account: the level of professional (scientific) 

training, knowledge of guideline documents, ability to use creatively the gained knowledge solv-

ing practical tasks; handling competence; ability to use the experience of Joint Forces Operation 

(ATO), military exercises, operational training of forces, modern achievements of science and 

technologies, to make reasonable conclusions; quality of answer (explicability, clearness, laco-

nism), ability to form the answer correctly and logically, to reasonably argument one’s opinion. 
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Module 7.  Military legislation and international humanitarian law 

    Module 7: “Military legislation and international humanitarian law” 

  

   Module goal: 

To provide theoretical knowledge in legal regulation of the Armed Forces of Ukraine ac-

tivity, the essence of the main institutes of international law and international humanitarian law, 

legal support of the Armed Forces of Ukraine activity. Studying peculiarities of legal regulation 

of armed conflicts, protections of their participants, civil, dangerous objects and cultural valua-

bles, basis of legal support of operations (combat), rules of force use, responsibility for armed 

conflicts law violation.  Development of system thinking and legal culture of military leaders. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

1. To understand the basis of legal support of defensive forces use in special conditions 

and crisis situations.  

2. To demonstrate ability to use principles of international humanitarian law and human 

right in joint operations.  

3. To understand basis of legal responsibility for violation of international humanitarian 

law violation.  

4. To understand the rules of international law concerning force use.  

5. To choose the rules of force use for joint military (forces) operations. 

6. To use the rules of force use within joint military (forces) operations. 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 38 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 22 hours 

       • Credits: 2 

  

Final exam for Module 7 “Military legislation and international humanitarian law” is 
performed by a differentiated test. 
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Module 8.  Defence planning and management 

        Module 8: “Defence planning and management” 

  

   Module goal: 

Providing knowledge in basis of forces training in everyday activity, combat and mobilization 

readiness and financial support of the Armed Forces of Ukraine. 

 
Studying results (abilities): 

  

1. To demonstrate ability to use the principles of forces training in everyday activity. 

2. To understand the concept of defence planning and combat and mobilization readiness of 

forces. 

3. To understand military and economical policy and functioning of defence economy of the 

state.  

4. To use the financial support of the Armed Forces of Ukraine in everyday activity. 

In general there are 3 ECTS credits for the module (90 hours, among which: 60 hours un-

der the lecturer's guidance, 30  hours of independent work). 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 60 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 30 hours 

       • Credits: 3 

  

Final exam for Module 8 “Defence planning and management” is performed with help 

of a written differentiated test with a general mark from 0 to 100 points. To hold the differentiat-

ed test we use combined test cases (knowledge of theoretical issues and practical skills). Calculat-

ing the mark of a student for the final control we take in account: the level of professional 

(scientific) training, knowledge of guideline documents, ability to use creatively the gained 

knowledge solving practical tasks; handling competence; ability to use the experience of Joint 

Forces Operation (ATO), military exercises, operational training of forces, modern achievements 

of science and technologies, to make reasonable conclusions; quality of answer (explicability, 

clearness, laconism), ability to form the answer correctly and logically, to reasonably argument 

one's opinion. 
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Module 9.  Modern information environment 

    Module 9: “Modern information environment” 

  

   Module goal: 

To acquire the basis of strategic communications and learn the organization of the constit-

uent parts of strategic communications in the Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces of 

Ukraine. To acquire the basis of information security of the state in military sphere. To evaluate 

the role of media in modern security environment. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

  

1. Ability to organize monitoring and evaluation of informational threats. 

2. Ability to organize protection of information infrastructure of military administration 

bodies. 

In general there are 1,5 ECTS credits for the module (45 hours, among which: 22 hours 

under the lecturer's guidance, 23  hours of independent work). 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 22 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 23 hours 

       • Credits: 1.5 

  

Final control for Module 9 “Modern information environment” is performed by defence 

of group project “Strategic communications in the sphere of national security and defence” with 

total mark from 0 to 100 points. Training  group is divided in subgroups with 3-4 persons; it 

chooses the threat considering the scenarios of probable informational threats developed during 

the module, forms the topic of the project and agrees it with the lecturer. General mark for the 

module is calculated by considering the continuous assessment results (50%), marks for the 

group project (25%), marks for presentation of group project results (25%). 
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Module 10.  Crisis response 

    Module 10: “Crisis response” 

  

   Module goal: 

Evaluation of crisis response operations, such as peace-support operations, struggle 

against paramilitary forces; studying the components of hybrid war and future operations. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

  

1. To realize the basis and characteristics of operational environment and crisis response. 

To realize the leadership role in organizations. 

2. To understand the role of political and humanitarian “players” in crisis response opera-

tions (UNO, EU, governmental and non-governmental organizations). 

4. To be able to use the concepts of military planning for crisis response operations. 

5. To demonstrate leadership and effective staff work within the staff activity of opera-

tional level. 

In general there are 1,5 ECTS credits for the module (45 hours, among which: 30 hours 

under the lecturer's guidance, 15  hours of independent work). 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 30 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 15 hours 

       • Credits: 1.5 

  

Final exam for Module 10 “Crisis response” is performed by defence of group project  

“Issues of crisis situations neutralization and substantiation of offers for their solution” with total 

mark from 0 to 100 points. General mark for the module is calculated by considering the continu-

ous assessment results (40%), marks for the written work (essay) (20%), marks for presentation 

of group project results (40%).  
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Module 11.  Planning and conduct of operation  according to NATO standards 

    Module 11: “Planning and conduct of an operation according to NATO 
standards” 

  

   Module goal: 

Development of professional competences concerning planning and conduct of combat 

actions of military units and joint forces groups operations.  

Includes the system of team-and-staff operational (operational and tactical, tactical) mili-
tary games (training, exercises) (including international ones) within the university according to 
approved scenario and planning procedures according to the national regulatory framework and 
NATO procedures (standards). Students mostly work in the defined operations (of combat ac-
tions) planning groups and perform their tasks according to NATO operational planning proce-
dures and training scenario. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

  

1. To plan the operations of joint forces groups. 

2. To know the methods of staffs work during operational planning, to master on practice 
operational planning procedures which are kept in all subdivisions of the administrative body of 
the defined level. 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 34 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 0 hours 

       • Credits: 1.1 

  

Final control for Module 11 “Planning and conduct of an operation according to NATO 
standards” is performed by the results of team-and-staff exercises with a general mark from 0 to 
100 points. General mark for the module is calculated by considering the results of team-and-staff 
exercises. 
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Module 12.  Physical education and special physical training 

        Module 12: “Physical education and special physical training’ 

 

      Module goal: 

Development of physical quality, mastering new knowledge and practical skills in man-
agement of the process of military officers' physical improvement. Acquiring the competences 
necessary for organization of measures for forces training at the operational level. 

  

Studying results (abilities): 

1. Improvement of physical qualities level necessary for performing of functional duties in 
a professional military activity. 

2. Advancement of theoretical knowledge, practical skills and abilities in management of 
physical improvement process for military officers in forces. 

  

      Time allocation: 

       • Under the lecturer’s guidance: 24 hours 

       • Self-instruction: 6 hours 

       • Credits: 1 

  

Final control for Module 12 “Physical education and special physical training” is per-

formed by the results of control of physical and methodical readiness of students during the dif-

ferentiated test.  A student who failed to complete the defined exercise with no reasonable excuse 

is evaluated as “unsatisfactory”. If it is impossible to complete the exercise because of illness or 

injury (except for endurance exercises) which is documentally confirmed (a certificate issued by 

the head of university’s medical service), the student may be assigned the equal exercise instead, 

characterising the same quality, from the certain list of exercises (or an alternative exercise ac-

cording to Order of NU No.168 as of 04.06.2019 On Approval of Regulations on organization of 

physical training by the students with limited functional capabilities by physical condition) with a 

general mark from 0 to 100 points.  

The quality of module’s educational material is evaluated by the results of a current aca-

demic performance, assessment of methodological and physical readiness according to provisions 

of a current Order on physical training. 

Final control is performed by a complex examination for all the program in the end of 

studying.   
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